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Gliomas have been difficult tumors to manage in general, with the malignant gliomas
having a poor prognosis. Low-Grade Gliomas (LGG) only appear so but have proven
to be deceptive in that they eventually turn into high-grade gliomas. The challenge has
always been to pick the ones to treat and the right time to intervene. Presumed LGGs in
the past with unreliable imaging have been managed with a "Wait and Watch" approach.
Sooner or later, they show signs of progression to a higher grade, relentlessly and fatally
despite all kinds of treatment. There has been an increase in the understanding of these
tumors of late, effecting a slow but steady change in the way we approach them. Early
effective surgery has been suggested to delay malignant progression and increase overall
survival in these patients.[2] However, it is important not only to prolong survival but
also to have a good quality of life for the patient. This poses a dilemma for the surgeon
when dealing with patients with eloquent region LGGs. Radical resection of these tumors
might lead to a deficit which will worsen the quality of life of the patient. This dilemma
is worsened when the patient presents only with seizures and has no other symptoms
or neurological deficits. We will review the management of LGGs in eloquent regions
presenting with seizures alone with a special emphasis on the need to treat, problems to
be addressed/circumvented and the best possible approaches with current technologies.

Are Low-Grade Gliomas Really Low Grades?
LGG is generally considered to be benign in nature, slow-growing and likely to remain
low-grade for years. However, there are clinical studies that suggest that almost all LGGs
transform to high-grade gliomas over time.[3] The problem is the unpredictability of the
growth of LGG with varied growth rates from indolent to rapidly progressing. Studies[4-6]
have shown that there may be 3 stages in the life of a LGG. An unknown duration of
the pre-symptomatic stage when they are discovered only incidentally is followed by a
period of about 7 years where the patient is symptomatic with seizures for instance, but
otherwise normal and with good control of the seizures. Finally, the glioma transforms
into a higher grade over a 2 to 3 year period with a rapid clinical presentation. The
average rate of growth assessed with MRIs in a large series of patients has been about
4mm/year.[5] Knowing well that they are bound to progress at some point in time to a
lethal grade, it is prudent to remove gliomas as soon as they are diagnosed instead of
waiting and watching them grow.
Significance of LGGs presenting with Seizure
Seizures are the most common presenting symptom of LGGs. [7] They tend to get
intractable, and have an effect on cognition and quality of life.[8,9] Epileptic activity in
LGGs is multifactorial. They are seen usually in young patients with LGG,[10] with tumors
located near epileptogenic areas. These include mesial temporal, insular cortex, frontal,
temporal and parietal areas, with a high proportion of them located near the central
sulcus.[11] Tumors with oligodendroglial morphology which usually originate in the
cerebral cortex are more likely to present with seizures than astrocytic tumors which
tend to involve the white matter.[12]
LGGs which present with seizures in otherwise intact patients tend to have a better
prognosis. This presentation along with complete tumor resection were independent
predictors of malignant progression-free survival and overall survival.[13] In LGGs
presenting with seizures, the extent of resection becomes a critical independent prognostic
variable. Resection is also associated with better seizure control.[13] Achieving a radical
resection in eloquent area LGGs is, however, a challenge which propagated the use of
the "wait and watch" method of the past.
Eloquent area LGGs and neurological deficits
Patients presenting with seizures rarely have neurological deficits. This may be due
to the following mechanisms: There could be the reorganisation of neurons due to the
slow growth of the tumor; The tumor may contain still functioning neurons, or the
functioning areas could have shifted around the lesion or to a remote area in the same or
contralateral hemisphere (cerebral plasticity). In the first instance, resection is not feasible
without a deficit. However, as shown my preoperative functional imaging studies, it
is more common that the areas are shifted adjactent to the margin or to a remote area
making resection feasible with or without an immediate transient deficit.[14] The surgical
implication of this is that the tumor itself, though present in the eloquent area, consists of
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non-functional tissue and is resectable. To limit or avoid morbidity, access to the tumor
and its functional boundaries need to be defined with image guidance and intraoperative
stimulation/mapping.
In a retrospective study, Chang et al.,[15] showed that confirmation of tumor overlapping
functional areas during intraoperative mapping was a strong predictor of shorter survival.
In contrast, when mapping revealed that the tumor had spared the eloquent areas, patients
had significantly longer survival, nearly comparable to patients with tumors that involved
only non-eloquent areas. They concluded that the presumed eloquent location of LGGs
is an important but modifiable risk factor predicting disease progression and death. To
maximize tumor resection, the delineation of true functional and non-functional areas by
intraoperative mapping in high-risk patients improves long-term survival dramatically.
Such upfront maximal safe resections we done early have a survival benefit over those
undergoing biopsy and observation.[16]
Extent of resection
In patients with no neurological deficits or mass effect due to the lesion, even if
intervention is agreed upon due to oncological benefits as mentioned above, the
controversy of resection versus biopsy remains, especially when the tumor is in an
eloquent area. Stereotactic biopsy does not diagnose the highest possible grade in
almost 50% of presumed LGGs as gliomas are notorious for intratumoral heterogeneity.
[17,18]
Moreover, a biopsy is not inherently risk-free- nor does it lead to a decreased risk
of morbidity or mortality in comparison to recently published large surgical series.[19]
Gross total resection in LGGs has been shown repeatedly, both in prospective series and
meta-analyses, to influence better seizure control, longer PFS and OS including malignant
transformation.[12,13,20,21] In a direct comparison between early resection versus biopsy
with the "wait and watch" policy in LGGs between two centers, the survival benefit in
the resection group outweighed the biopsy group (14.4 vs 5.8 yrs).[16,22]
Though resection is seemingly the way to go in these lesions, it is still not curative. Despite
gains in seizure control and survival benefits, maintaining quality of life and minimizing
surgical morbidity should remain paramount, by preserving functional regions adjacent
to the tumor or rarely within the tumor.
Minimizing morbidity in eloquent area surgery
Various modalities exist for planning and executing safe resections in eloquent area
lesions. Preoperative functional MRI, DTI/TMS fiber tracking, in combination with
intraoperative Direct Electrical Stimulation/Mapping (DESM) and use of intraoperative
MRI have all been shown to increase the EOR especially in eloquent area LGGs.
[23,24]
The use of intraoperative ultrasound for visualization and awake mapping with
electrical stimulation could be economical and effective alternatives to high investment
technologies.[25] DESM usage in glioma surgery has significantly increased the rate of
gross total resection with reduced new neurological deficits compared to surgeries not
using stimulation/mapping.[26]
The emphasis thus should remain on achieving maximal resection with preserved
function rather than using conservative approaches. Once this goal has been achieved,
then further management would depend on the histology/molecular characteristics of
the tumor and the volume of residual tumor.
Anatomy guided resections
DTI-fiber tracking with functional MRI guided resections are useful in planning and
executing glioma surgeries. Wu et al.,[27] have shown that the use of DTI guided navigation
resection increases the safety of resection in gliomas involving pyramidal tract regions,
thereby reducing postoperative morbidity. However, we do know that brain shift caused
by gravity, CSF loss and tumor removal with edema can lead to errors in navigation.
This necessitates the use of a fresh dataset of brain position in the form of imaging.
Intraoperative MRI (ioMRI) provides fresh imaging which is navigable and a high field
MRI provides good sensitivity for residual LGGs.[28] Claus et al.,[29] have shown that
LGGs resected with ioMRI survived longer compared to matched historical controls
over 1,2 and 5 year periods. Surgeons are apprehensive that more extensive resections
might increase morbidity, especially in eloquent region LGGs. However, with high field
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ioMRI, it has been shown that increased resection of residual lesions did not increase
postoperative morbidity.[30] The cost of the ioMRI technology and time taken with extra
personnel required for the procedure make it a challenge to perform in all cases.
Functional Monitoring guided resections
Safety of adjacent eloquent cortex and surrounding fiber tracts can be ensured using
simple awake surgery techniques with cortical mapping and subcortical stimulation.
With asleep surgeries, one could use electrophysiological monitoring where applicable.
Where there is language area involvement, one has to consider awake surgery with
image guidance for planning and intraoperative imaging for completion. Uncooperative
and pediatric patients, difficult airway cases, large lesions with mass effect and patients
with dysphasia will be difficult candidates for awake procedures. In the case of motor
area lesions, awake or asleep anesthesia can be used with monitoring using low or
high-frequency stimulation.[31] Subcortical high-frequency stimulation with a monopolar
(suction) electrode is a good technique for continuous monitoring. Duffau et al.,[32] have
shown the usefulness of cortical and subcortical stimulation in eloquent area surgery
in LGGs.
Extent of resection
In spite of using all the available adjuncts, the extent of resection (EOR) for eloquent
region LGG can be very low. Duffau et al.,[32] reported that gross total resection could
only be achieved in 13 of 40 patients with a motor cortex LGG and only 10 of 27 patients
with a language area LGG. Moderate to severe deficits were seen in the immediate
postoperative period in 40 of 103 patients. However, only 6 patients had residual severe
deficits at 3 months post-surgery. Other studies have reported deficits in 13 to 20%[33,34]
of patients after surgery for gliomas near eloquent areas.
Adjuvant therapy and factors influencing the same[35]
Histomorphological LGGs are of three types. They can have predominantly astrocytic
features or oligodendroglia features or a combination with oligoastrocytoma appearance.
All of these are now broadly classified into IDH mutated or IDH wild types. The IDH
mutated types are associated with better outcomes in general.
IDH Mutant LGGs
Observation alone after surgery is a reasonable option in this subgroup provided they have
favorable clinical radiological factors. The ideal patients for observation after a gross or
near-total resection of a LGG (as determined on a postoperative MR) are those who had
small tumors to start with (<6cms), age <40 yrs, tumor restricted to one side of midline,
with minimal or no enhancement, favorable IDH mutated status, oligodendroglial
histology with co-deleted 1p 19 q status, low MIB index and consensus decision of a
multidisciplinary tumor board.[6] As per RTOG 9802,[36] there is a >50% chance of tumor
progression within 5 years without adjuvant therapy. Hence withholding of adjuvant
therapy should be pursued after a detailed discussion with patients/relatives about the
need for periodic follow up MR imaging and the possibility of needing adjuvant therapy
at a future date.
The unfavorable group of high-risk patients should be treated with adjuvant therapy
within a few weeks of surgery. Considering that we are discussing LGGs in eloquent
areas, they are likely to have significant unresectable residues post-resection which alone
is a high-risk factor, in an otherwise young patient with a histologically and molecularly
favorable disease.
The standard of care for these patients would be focal RT with the addition of PCV
chemotherapy.[37] However, there is evidence to substitute temozolomide for PCV, as it
may be as effective but better tolerated and easier to administer.[38]
IDH Wild type LGGs
This group has a poorer prognosis than for LGGs in general. To confirm that they are truly
negative for the mutation, mere IHC studies are not enough. In suspected cases where
they are expected to be mutated (enhancing areas, T2 signal abnormality on MRI), it is
better to ensure the IDH status through DNA sequencing studies. Sequencing studies
can pick up mutations that might be missed by IHC. If the tumor is truly an IDH wild
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Figure 1: Management of various types of LGGs in eloquent cortex presenting with seizure alone

Figure 2: Use of adjuncts in surgery for LGG in the authors’ practice

type, then it is likely to have an aggressive behaviour like that of high-grade gliomas.[39]
In such cases irrespective of the extent of resection, RT along with chemotherapy either
with PCV or TMZ should be offered post-surgery.
Our protocol for eloquent region LGGs
All eloquent region gliomas undergo detailed tumor study protocol MRI brain plain and
contrast study, including fMRI, DTI studies, perfusion and spectroscopy. The suitabililty
for resection is assessed based on the images. Accordingly, resection versus biopsy is
decided. Lesions directly on motor or speech areas with little or no surrounding infiltration
with fMRI showing function within the tumor would qualify for biopsy from the suitable
area (away from the functional area, preferably from high perfusion or contrast-enhancing
area if available).
Almost all cases will qualify for surgery or biopsy as we prefer not to wait and watch. Follow
up is advised only when the lesion is very small and entirely within the eloquent area, which
might render it unsafe even for a biopsy. In spite of our advice, some patients choose to
“wait and watch” due to conflicting opinions from other surgeons. This makes it difficult
for a patient to decide for early surgery given the risk of morbidity in an intact patient.
The surgery is planned in conjunction with the neuroanesthesiologists after discussing
the suitability for awake anesthesia. All motor speech area tumors are operated under
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Figure 3: 30 year male with Broca's area LGG with seizures, Top two images T1, Flair with fMRI showing speech
activity in deep part of tumor. Awake craniotomy with deep subcortical stimulation guided surgery done till speech
disturbance was encountered. Intraoperative MRI (bottom left) shows adequate tumor decompression. Postoperative
follow up T1 (2 years) (bottom right) following RT/TMZ as residual disease in deep eloquent un-resectable area (high
risk) though it was IDH mutated with 1p19q codeleted. No post-treatment speech deficit

Figure 4: 27 year old lady with seizures, SMA LGG. Top panel showing preoperative MRI T2, Intraoperative MRI
showing residual posterior disease, postoperative MRI showing resection of residue- Deep subcortical stimulation
(bottom left) guided resection till leg area evoked EMG was obtained (bottom right). No postoperative deficit

awake anesthesia protocol with speech mapping and monitoring unless contraindicated
due to anesthetic risk, doubts about cooperation or an existing dysphasia.
Tumors in SMA region are done under general anesthesia with motor monitoring
and sub-cortical stimulation (as postoperative motor deficit is almost always likely to
improve and will not be a limiting factor for resection provided intra-operative cortical
and subcortical stimulation suggest normal function).
For tumors involving the main motor area, we prefer general anesthesia. When motor
function mapping and monitoring is not feasible due to technical reasons or access,
the awake technique is used. Navigation is used in all cases with DTI fibertracking
incorporated when available. Tumor margins are outlined and used for guidance along
with electrophysiological monitoring. Yellow fluorescence is used when the tumor is
enhancing. Intraoperative MRI is used in all cases undergoing surgery for resection to
ensure the extent of resection and intraoperative diffusion weighted images (DTI) to look
for fiber track intergrity where possible.
Technique of awake procedures and anesthetic considerations in intraoperative
stimulation/mapping.
For awake procedures, we follow an Awake-Asleep-Awake technique. Dexmedetomidine
IV infusion with 1mcg/kg/hr bolus over 20 minutes, followed by an infusion dose of
0.5mcg/kg/hour IV is given. The sedation is turned off as the durotomy is done to
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awaken the patient for assessment. Before proceeding for tumor resection, mapping out
of eloquent areas is essential. Mapping of speech areas is done by looking for flow arrest,
object naming and repetition of words while the patient is stimulated using monopolar
or bipolar stimulation. Once the mapping of eloquent speech areas is done, continuous
speech monitoring is done. Similarly, motor mapping of hand, leg and face area is done
while using monopolar and bipolar stimulation before proceeding with tumor resection.
Continuous motor monitoring is performed during tumor resection. This technique of
mapping before resection is better than only monitoring as it prevents a deficit rather
than detecing a deficit after it happens [Figures 1-4].
Awake craniotomies are used only for tumors around the speech areas as motor mapping
and monitoring can be performed under general anesthesia. For general anesthesia,
we use total intravenous anesthesia with propofol (target-controlled infusion with
target serum concentration of 3 to 3.5 microgram/ml) with a processed EEG depth of
anesthesia monitor (Target BIS or Entropy 30-40). Opioids and dexmedetomidine are
used along with a low MAC (less than 0.3 MAC) of the inhalational agents (sevoflurane).
Needle electrodes are placed in individual muscle groups of upper and lower limbs and
monopolar and bipolar stimulation is used to map out eloquent areas. Once the eloquent
areas are mapped, intermittent motor evoked potentials (MEP) are performed using C3,
C4 stimulation using corkscrew electrodes. Direct cortical stimulated MEP can be also
performed using strip electrodes while the resection is being performed. To identify the
motor area, central sulcus mapping can be done using somatosensory evoked potential
(SSEP) and looking for phase reversal using strip cortical electrodes placed perpendicular
to the central sulcus. The monopolar suction stimulator is used for subcortical mapping
where the stimulation is given through a suction probe. The rule of thumb used if 1
milliampere (ma) leads to successful stimulation, then the functional subcortical tract is
1 mm away. For example, if subcortical stimulation is positive with a 8 ma current, the
functional subcortical tracts are assumed to be 8 mm away. Resection up to 5 to 7 ma or
mm-positive stimulation is considered safe.

Conclusion
LGGs are deceptively difficult tumors with an uncertain rate of progression and inevitable
lethality. The ability to diagnose them early due to presentation with seizures and
proximity to eloquent areas makes them amenable to resection surgery early in their
course with the use of appropriate imaging, image guidance and electrophysiological
mapping techniques. The emphasis of surgery should, however, be on function
preservation but this has to be balanced with maximal resection to prolong survival, delay
malignant progression and control seizures. With the advances in the understanding of
the molecular subtypes, it is increasingly possible to pick the low-risk ones for further
observation and the high-risk gliomas for upfront aggressive adjuvant therapy. Till the
day when we can cure LGGs medically without surgery, we should not give up our
controlled aggression on them.
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